
CLOTHING LINE BUSINESS PLAN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Mahogany Western Wear clothing retail business plan executive summary. Mahogany Western Wear's mission is to
offer quality, name brand western wear in.

Customers will benefit from the experience and knowledge of the company staff about motorcycle gear and
fashion. Clothes As Art's financial statements have been compiled with the greatest degree of conservatism.
The steady growth in the number of web shoppers also is helping to boost e-commerce sales. More
importantly, you must also express a unique selling proposition, which is the thing you believe will set your
clothes apart from anyone else in the industry. Clothes As Art will be advertising toward local schools. This is
achieved by advertising in small local newspapers and church leaflets. Need actual charts? The next step is a
close look at the market for motorcycles and motorcycle wear and specific market data concerning the target
group. To reach the target group, [fashion business plan example] COMPANY will target the retailing chains,
where the target customer usually buys. Our payment options will include major credit cards, cash and checks.
The company's first responsibility is to the men, women, and children who use its products. To ensure
implementation of the company's goals, management has established the following corporate objectives:
Securing start-up funding and subsequent funding through a combination of investment and debt strategies.
Market Segmentation According to the Hartford Chamber of Commerce, there are approximately , males and ,
females in Hartford County, totaling , people. To establish itself as a global leader, the company must display
extraordinary competence and intelligent foresight. It is my impression that as long Clothes As Art is not
doing the initial screen printing, Clothes As Art will not have to incur the large costs of acquiring a licensing
agreement. If suddenly these large and experienced firms decided to produce exactly the kind of stylish,
multi-use motorcycle apparel that [fashion business plan example] COMPANY is planning to launch, they
would contest the market share of [fashion business plan example] COMPANY significantly. Female
motorcycle riders ages are the target customers. The owners of Ventures are also close friends of Ms. This is
another avenue to exploit target market B. Clothes As Art will have no true direct competition by another store
in the area. Internationally worth mention are Dainese www. Suppliers will be independent craftspeople,
import sources, distributors, and manufacturers. They will be crafted in styles that appeal to
motorcycle-enthusiastic women and will combine functionality and robustness with clean, aesthetic design.
Financial statements for year 1, as well as supporting documents have been prepared. It will be fashion art that
is unique and original. Emlynes developed the idea of promoting the group and increasing revenue by selling
tee shirts and sweat shirts bearing the group's name, logo, and slogan - "There is Strength in Harmony.
Manager Clothes As Art will not have a manager in the first year of operation. Our POS software records each
sale when it happens, so inventory records are always up-to-date. This is closely tied with the national
inflation rate.


